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ERIC User PleaSe Note:

This summary discusses all 5 parts of Information Storageand Retrieval (ISR-18),, which is available in its entirety asLI 002 719. Only the papers from Part Four are reproduced hereas LI 002 723. See LI 002 720 thru LI 002 722 for Parts 1 - 3'and LI 002 724 for Part 5.
'Summary

The present report. is the eighteenth in a series describing research

in .-automatic infOrmation-stOrage àid retrieval conducted by the Department

of computer Science at Cornell University. The .report covering work carried

out by the ;0440- project. -Or approximately one year (summer 1969 to ,summer

4970).-#:seParatect into five parts: -automatic ,content, _analysis (Sectiont,

, I to ±V):4-,a0toMatic-.diCtiOnary .construction (Sections V to , user feed-

Oa* prOcedureS. (sections, VIII to XI-)-r -document and query Clustering; method's,

etionsxii and 'and ,smARI 'Systems deSign for- on=iine ,operations

(Sections and'-'XVY:

:Most recipients of 'SMART' project -re.pOrts, will experience a, gap in

the Series: of 'scientific ,reports % received to date: Aepott. 0112=17, consisting

of master's .thesis by Thomas -Bratieri 'entitled' '"Document Vector Modification
;

'in,,,:.00i4ine,',InforMatiOn, Retrieval Systems" was ,prepared for limited distribu-

tion .dUring the fall. of 1969., Report., ;$R=-17 .is, available fxonl, the ,National

'Tfealinicat Information Service in Springfield, Virginia, 22151, under order
A

p.

'The SMART system zOntinues to operate in a batch processing mode

on the IBM 366,004 65 system at Cornell University. The standard processing

mode is eventually to be replaced by an on-line system using time-shared

console devices for input and output. The overall design for such an on-line

version of SMART has been -Completed, and is described in Section XIV of the

Oresent zeport. While awaiting the time-sharing implementation of the

'system, new retrieVal. experiments have been perfortned, using- larger document

04040.0,0-#1 **A the. exiStirig,,syStera. AtteMpta, to compare the -performance,

15'
:x-v



-rwoWIIMIMOINAii00;,!

,several collections of different sizes must take into account the

collection I!generality". A study of this problein is made in Section It of

the iireSent report. Of special interest May also :be the new procedures

for the 'automatic recognitiOri of ''contionn wards in ,English textS, (Section

WY, :and the' automatic ,cOnStruction.Of thesauruses, and dictionaries for -use

in an automatic language analysis system (SeCtiOn, VII).. Finally, a new

inexpensive method =Of dOctutent clastifiCatiOri and-term grouping. is

desCriioed', and eVaItiated: in- Section- of the preSent, repOrt.i.

rSections, cover ;eXPeriritentS in, automatic content analysiS

and indexing. .Section I. by S. F. Weiss . 'Contains the results of

,experiments, using statistical and syntactiC, procedures for the ,automatic-

,tests,. ShOWn, once' again that beT-,

cause of the xelopie',4ete±-44,0104.ty of most document .collections, , and

the sparseness of the dOCU;n: ent Space,, phrateS, are not normally needed

for .conteht identifiqation-

in :Section II by G. Salton, the '"generality" problem is examined

which :4*:eli- when tWO:0e,mOre;':diStinCt. collections ' are .compared in ,a

retrieval environment. It .shown : that proportionately fewer norirelevant

#00, *OA. *01* retrieved: when larger collections '(of low generality)

are *044 :tihot*Thera,;004t; high generolity. collections serve for eValUation,

-1314*Pc.00*?' The systems viewpoint 00 -normally favors the larger,.4.-
',,general,i;ty .olUtPite,,,'Wher:e4 .-ViewPOint prefers' the ,performance -of

,,.
0414e* 0::.i.40a0tO

The effectiveness of''bixiiipokk6h3:c .citations for content ,analysit,

*i.i.Opso:**$:4441±104 in 'P.-.0*i011, III by G. ,Salton. It is shown that in

some citation space -is reasonably dense, . use of. y ,

6.
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citationS attached to doctiments is even more effective than the use of

;standard -keywords-or descriptors. In, any case, citations, should be added

to the, -normal descriptors' whenever they happen to be available.

/n the last section of Part 1, certain template analysis methods

are applied to the automatic resolution of ambiguous constructions

(Section, IV by S. F. Weiss). It is shown that a set of contextual rules

can, be constructed by a semi-automatic learning process, which will eventually

lead-to an automatic recognition of over ninety percent of 'the- existing
,text. aIq1ties-.

:Part 2 ,COnSitting pf Sections In -and VII' covers procedures

for the automatic construction of _dictionaries and thesauruses useful in

-'teXtHanalirsiS :sySterriS.: IrlySe,ctioki V by Bergmark. it -is, shOW4 that word

':*.tem-,laethods 146444 .large donstorr, word,, lists ; are more. effect#0- in an infor-

***-_-re:t4eirai;envi#0*-ot that ,sorao, manually constructed thesauruses,

even though, the latter 44:46, _#044 ,synonym recognition, facilities.

*lie:W*0qt for rthe.',autOttiatiC determination of "common words

-,(which:are,,not'.tO:.10e, used for content identification) is proposed and

evaluated in Section VI by

,

K. Bonwit and J. 40te-Tontinarin. The resulting

iPrOceSS, 'can, be InCOrpOrated..into fully automatic dictionary construction

llystegit,. :h1: ,thesaurus construction -Problem it .reviewed in Section

VII by G. Salton, and the effectiveness of a variety of automatic. dictionaries

is evaluated.

Part 3, consisting of Sections VIII through XI, deals with a

refinements of the normal relevance feedback process which has

beelt,:eXamired,in a number of ,previous reports in this series. In Section

VIII by T.

,

P. Baker, is query splitting- procets, is evaluated in which input
.

. . .

o



queries are split into two or more parts during feedback whenever the

re3.evant doctzments identified by the user are separated by one or more non-;

relevant :ones.,

The 'effectiveness 'of :relevande, feedback. techniques in an environ-

mint Of, variable generality is examined in Section IX by IL Capps and 14.

Yin. It shown-,that sOme of the feedback techniqueS are equally applica-

ble to 'c011ectiOns Of- small and large genetarity. Techniques of 'negative

,feedback ,(wen- relevant items are Identified'bY the users, but Only

nOnrelevant 600 are, conaidered,.in, Section X 'by' M'. Kerchner.. It is ,shown

that -a ,number selective negatiVe, techniques, in which only certain,

Specific -concepts are actually modified during, the feedback. process, 'bring:

good improvements i.n retrieVai effectiveness over the standard nonselective

mthods-

Finally, feedback 'Methodology in' which. a number Of 'doCtuitentir

jOintry identified as relevant to earlier queries are used as a set for

relevance feedback purposes is proposed and evaluated in Section XI by L.

,Paalmola

.Two 'new clustering, techniques are examined in Part 3 of this report,.

consisting Of Sections XII and XIII. A controlled, inexpensive, single-pass

clustering is described and evaluated in Section XII by D. B.

4Ohn$04,:,and17;,,*.'144640.# 4titte#4ng-Method, each aocument is

0044 only once, and the procedure is shown to be equivalent in certain

-tO,'"ot,31,er more. demanding proceduret.

The !pert clustering' procesS., in Which query 'groups are used' to

define the information searCh strategy it -stUdied, in Section XIII by S.

-,VOtonari A variety of parameter Valtiee, is evaluated in a ,retrieval envirow,

14'
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ment to be used for cluster geneiation, centroid definition, and final

search- strategy.

AluklaSt.,partu nuMber five, consisting of Sections XIV and xy,

covers. he design:of on.line,information retrieval systems. A new

SMART sYsteM,design,for on-line use is proposed in Section XIV by. D. and

R. WilliaMson, based on the concepts of!pSeudo-batching-and the interaction

-cof-t cycling ,program with a consolvMOnitOr. The .user interface and

conversational facilities are also deScribed.

A, template analysis. technique, is used in. Section XV by S. :F. Weiss

for the :implementation, of conversational retrieval systems, used in a time-

sharing environment.- IheeffedtiveneSs, of the method is discussed', as

well as its .implementation in, a. situation.

Additional automatic content analysis and search procedures used

with 'the 0140t:Oystem-are,d0Oribed .in .several previous -reports-in this

series, 400lUding,,nOtablYrrepOrts- ISR -ll to *SR746,pUblished between 1966

a04000,, These repOrtS,Are,all_available ,from, the National Technical

WorMation SerVideAri,SpingfieId, Virginia.

19
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XII. A Controlled Single Pass Classification Algorithm
with-,-Application_ to _Multilevel Clustering

D:. B. Johnson and J. M. _Lafuerite

Abstract

A single pass. -clustering 'Method is presented, which compares

.favOrably with More expensive clustering ,algoritins. During the clustering

process, yarioUs parameters are controlled, such as number Of -clusters,

sie of the :atict,anioitirt o Oyeriap-.. The :Method. is tested. using

the .Abi ,cOliection,,of 82 ciodinerits, :04 the Cranfield 1.124 collection. The

reSults,.are coMpared to .104 search and to results, ;Obtained' by ,searching

C.lusters produced by ,Dattola Algorithm., The -effect -,of' ordering of the

coliedtion is investigated -and __some: variation is obtained in the results

for different 'orderings,. ti#110*-11:e0-3. as well as two-level clustering is

ConSidered.. the- results, 4.1n, general,. ;po'irit; to better performan06,14i-th

mültilëvei. ,citistering and some suggeStiOns, for ,extending the -algorithm to

Intrdut ion.

.An.,iMportatit. Consideration- in. an, aUto)tatid information retrieval

system is the time spent in searching ,a collection. To avoid 'searching

the; entire collect ion ,becomes necessary to ,claSSity documents into

,reiatoct troups., Th$s i, the.-technique- of ering. .Documents are grouped

'into' ;clusters ;by. .assigning .items containing similar donceptS to the same

A,Centrlad.; vector is condtruCted for teach .411.4teti _Od.,-queries

are matched 'fit* against these Centroids Only those clusters comparing

favorably with 4 ,query, are then searched in the oormai, manner. ThUs, a. sad-
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rifice in time to produce the clusters is compensated by later savings

in the search. time. The _problem is how to develop efficient techniques for

producing, meaningful clusters in order to minimize searching costs. The

suitability of any clustering method must then -be measured according to

the followirig Criteria:

Cost of gmerating the clusters;

Cost of searching the clustered collection;

3.. Effectiveness- of the search proceSs, usually measured
by evaluating .recall,

The clustering problem, iecomeS critical with very, 'large Collections.

Comparing eaCh-,docutnent with every other document is no longer feasible,.

and ,eff4cient, algorithms have been developed` which attempt_ to minimize the

*40-0V490mPhtl,00410i0opP with these methods the olassikicatioh

-a c011eC'tion. 'containing ,several thousand items is a time Consuming pro-

cess

This pa-per 'deSdrihes a, Clustering algorithm' which 'makes a single,

.pass 4oh.-doCument is examined only ,once- and clusters

are_ formed: in, the prOCess.. A dOcuTrient is -contidered for inclusion into -One

or -MOre ciSting- :clusters' before, it is alloWed to a: cluster. of its

. =Various :1;araMe:telp,-Stich- :as. cluster siZe, .nuMber of clusters,, and .amount

-of ..overlap: 'are; controlled -throughout the clustering ,process.. The algorithm

t-esteusitig,, thetApi collection _of 82 doctiMents **id, ,,135 queries available

in the SMART ty-steTo.,, The .algorithm, 'however, is designed with a View- toward
I
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2. Methods of Clustering

Various methods have been 'devised fOr Clustering., Usually these

-methods require the computation ,of a correlaiiOn, mattik, representing the

.correlation of each document with every other- document in the collection,

followed, by a ,grouping, of thoSe, dOCUmentS which correlate- best with each

other,. Input parameters. for these. Clustering AlgOritkuns include the number

of :c1i4Sters :dedired,, the, maxithuin; ,size' :of ,eadh.,-clutter-, the amount of over-,

lap. and the' nUmber, of "'loose" or =unclassified: docuMentd- to be allowed.

Two Clusterin& methods. are presently In. use in. the SMART System;,

they are: ,Rodchio'S. cluStering aIgOrithm t2t and A- variation of

,Doyle,' algorithm. tat In ,RoCohict.'s algorithm, each unClUStered document is

candidate ,for ,a cluster nOCieus. All :remaining docutentS are

then- correlated tgith:it, and: the: document is, subjected to a density test

based on cut=off' ,correlatiorr,cOefficients. if the document. -pasSet' the

density test, a. '_new- cluster- is formed and a. cut -off correlation is determined

bated on the relative distribUtiOn. of Correlations. with the given-doCument.

A centroid vector is then compUted by combining all concepts of those docu-

:tents with correlation .abOVe_ the .compUted out -off value. The- centroid vector

is next matched against the entire collection to create an altered cluster.

The, entire procedure is now repeated with all unclUstered documents until

all documents are either ,clustered. or loOse.

Doyle -s algorithM basically consists in .matching. documents to existing

clusters by computing a document - cluster .score for -each. document relative to

each cluster and. ,adMitting a document, to thOse clusters for which a suffi-

ciently high ,score is recorded. New: centroids_ are then computed for each

altered cluster. The process is then repeated; at each Step of the itera-

tion all the documents are correlated with all the clusters, and the clusters

22
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are updated until further updating does not alter any of the existing clusters.

It can be ,shown that- Rocchio'S algorithm requires order N2 vector

-comparisons, Where' N is-the number of doCtimentS, while Doyle's algorithm

ls'Of'the.order Nit where M- is'the number of-Clusters. A more efficient

itethOct,due to'DettOle 141-reqUires time proportional to g,plogpm where N

is- the number. of items in. the collection, th is the number Of Clusters

40-ire& and- p 1.0' the number of clusters pioduced at each level of the

algorithm. "The .method is an outgrowth -of boYiels attempt to obtain a fast

algorithm fOr'CIUStering- large document collections. It each cycle of DattOla's

*lgotitht-, each document in theColiection is scored against each existing_

clutter-by a-dertain snoring functiOn. New clusters are then Computed while

some documents reMain:loose,: The Cycle is then repeated with the new clus-

ter0:- The-algoiithff'is 4Sighed 'to Control the number of Clusters, size

.of' .clusters and 'amount overlap. The number of clusters and amount of

overlap ai4,Spedifieda6-iniiut parameters, while the size of the clusters

-4*cOntrolIed-interhally.. One problem with battoia's algorithm is that some

Way must be' foUnd td'aesighate initial clusterS.

An inexpensive one-Pabs, clustering method 'has been proposed by Bieber

and $arathe. 15] 'In "this 'method the first document automatically becomes the

centroid othe first cluster. SUbsequent documents are correlated with

existing clusters and depending on how the correlation with each cluster

compares with the minimum correlation cut -off, the document is either ad-

titted to one 'or more existing clufters or allowed to start a new cluster.

If a document is adMitted to an existing cluster, the cluster centroid is

"recomputed". 'The' methOli allows for disjoint clusters where a document can

only be inclUded in one 61i1Ster,' or overlapped clusters where a document

is included inevery.cluster with Which'it has a high correlation. The



single pass method of Rieber and Marathe compares favorably with more

complex clustering methods in search cost, but there is no control on

the-cluster size or the number of clusters generated. This results in

initial Clusters being exceptionally large. Moreover, the process is

likely to be order-dependent since the formation of the clusters depends

oh how the documents, are encountered.

3 8trategy

To produce. retrieval resultt for the user,, two major costs are

incurred': the,coStof preparing the dollectiOn, and the cost of searching.

:Search-. cost, can 'be reduced .if an investment is made in clustering, the

collection. The aim of this study IS to _give a clustering algorithm which

clIper,ateS ,subttantially'more cheaply than those presently in use but for

-Which the search costs are Similar: In thiS way it is possible to compare

clustering cost directly with Search effectivehess. Alternatively, search

Tlerateters can be adjusted until search-effectiveness is comparable,

yieidinga direct comparis6h Of clustering and search costs. In either

case, it may be possible to exhibit the extent to which the clusters are

_less optimal than those of other algorithms.

One approach to keeping search costs low is to use an algorithm

which, within the constraint of a single pass over the document collection,

will produce on the basis of document vector similarities a set of clusters

of a given size distribution measured in terms of mean size, maximum size

and overlap. This aim is achieved by the algorithm described in this study.

The extent to which sets of clusters with similar size distributions have

similar search costs is discussed in Section 6. C.
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Specifically, the experiments, are designed to allow a comparison

with Dattola s algorithm. It his work [4], a mean cluster size is chosen.

Clusters more than twice or less than half the mean size are not allowed.

In the one-pass algorithm described in this Study, the mean and maximum are

easily controlled. The minimum is not controlled directly, since doing so

requires blending small clusters in a second pass. It is questionable

whether fixed limitS on the cluster size are desirable. Certainly some sort

of upper limit is needed to keep search costs well below that for a full

search. The effect of a lower limit, given a mean and maximum,is leSs clear.

fly any event the method does not control the minimum whereas Dattola's does.

The composition of clusters from a single-pass method depends on

the order in which the documents are processed. A document can not be placed

in a cluster with a sequence number higher than that of the dccument. For

exaMple, if there are' N documents in the collection and in clusters are

pToduced, the firSt n-1 documents cannot belong to cluster n . In general,

it will also be more difficult for a document N to join cluster 1 than

for a document with an earlier sequence number.

The effect of order can be controlled partially and indirectly by con-

trolling the rate at which clusters are allowed to form in the early part of

the pass. Otherwise, order dependency is inherent in the single-pass method

juSt as it is in other methods iniAllich the number of iterations is limited.

The degree of order dependency of the algorithm of this study is discussed

in Section 6. B.

4. The Algorithm

The clustering algorithm accepts input vectors, each describing a

document, and assigns each document either to one or more existing clusters

25
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or to a new cluster depending on the correlation of the input vector with

the cluster centroidt. Eadh docutent vector is of the standard form, con-

Sisting Of pairs of .concept numbers and corresponding weights. The weight

of each term in a centroid is obtained by summing the weights of that term

for .all docutents in the centrOid.

Vector correlations are computed as the multidimensional cosine

between theft', COS, as folloWs

where

cos =
U.V%

(u.)2 / (v . )

j=1 3 j=1

COS = the cosine correlation betWeen vectors u and v

= number of 'terms in the Collection dictionary.

COS ranges from 0 to 1. In order to control the cluster size, COS is modi-

fied, as discussed below. It is the modified correlation, COR, which is

actually used in making clustering decisions.

One stage of the clustering process is defined as the comparison

of one input document with all existing clusters. If the correlation, COR,

of the document with the centroid of a cluster is greater than the cut-off

value, CORCUT, the document is added to the cluster with which it has the

best correlation. The document is also added to any clusters for which COR

lies no more than an amount GAP below the highest correlation (maximum over

all clusters) COR, thus producing overlap. If GAP = 0, no overlap occurs.

If a document is not admitted to any cluster, it defines a new one. A cen-

26



#7014 is recomputed whenever a document is added.

Number .of clusters,, cluster size and OVerlap are controlled dynati-

Cagy. , When, during the course of clustering, the ,number of clusters compared

to the *Thep of documents already processed ,becoMeS large, it is necessary

to make; it easier in ;general for ,documents, to -join cluSterS.. HoWeveb-, to

'contra, .cluster size It ,must, be generally more difficult fora dbdutent to

loin a Iaite cluster tha4 a small one:. To achieve these ends, CORCVT is

Varied to ,control the number cluSters -while individual correlations, COS,

are- reduced by an AMount related to cluster size in. order to control cluster

-size 'near "some: maximum Value.

'44#0 '$140

It .is desired to tefine.a-function COR which will depend on the cosine

correlation,. -COS; and alSo-on the -number of -documents which the Cluster would

-Obtain the .neW .document were admitted. COR should increase with COS and

-decbeaSe:,as cluster size increases.. if COS is very high, however, it would

be unreasonable. to exclude the document even from a large cluster. Therefore,

:Whet COS.I.4 .1, CO.,R should -equal 1 as well.

The following function, Chosen for the algorithm, meets the above

requirements':

Where.

COR = COSY

y = NCEIL/ (NCEIL - min (NCEIL - 1/B, Mi + Mc)+A)/A

NCEIL = cluster size ceiling requested by user

M. = number of documents in input vector

OIL = 1 unless clusters are being clustered)

Mc = number of documents in cluster

'.
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A,1 = tuning parameters which the algorithm supplied

and the user in general need not be concerned with.

ParaMeter A Controls the bate 'at which the ratio COS /COR :grows with olOtet

size when a cluster is small. Parameter B.controls this ratio near and

beyond the clUster size limit. If B is small, clusters can actually grow

over the limit given by-the: user.

;,Sumbet. of Clusters

'F011o Wing each .stage, CORCUT is recomputed in Order to- 'Control the

number- of clusters finally, prodUced. The ratio of dluStets produced to

documents processed 4 ''to the moment is computed:- If this ratio is larger

Oa* the 'taltie. desired in the fibs/ resUlti CORCUT adjusted dOwnward

from tOe value pc* .reduCin&theprobability that a- new cluster will be

gener4ed4,the next-stage. If the .ratio is s-smalier than the desired

CORCUT 4,4sed. The .base value FCOR moves toward CORCUT at a rate-fixed

hsrthe algorithm: The :user may supply a Value-for this rate,

New values Of -CORCUT and FCOR are compUted as follows:

Where

CORCUTi (FCOR1._1)

FCOR.
1-1

1R t CORCUT .*(1 - R)

x = (NCL - NCLREQ * NINPUT / NE + D) / D

NCL = number of clusters following stage i-1

NCLREQ = number of clusters requested by user

NE = number of documents in source collection

NINPUT = number of documents input through stage i-1

R = parameter controlling rate at which FCOR follows CORCUT

D = tuning parameter set by algorithm.

28
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If kr4 CORCOT varies widely and poorer clusters-are produced.

,C) Overlap

A document is added, to a cluster only when two conditions are net:

1. -COR > CORCOT

2. max(over all clusters)- COR - COR < GAP

It can be ,seen that 'GAP controls overlap.. Between stages GAP is

A4jUSted as follows:

Whete

GAP. = (FGAP.
1-1

M
NCL

+ E) /(NINPUT *(OVLAP + 1) + E)

OVLAP = the value- tequeSted fot

CL
NE
M./N) -1

i=1 1

FGAP = base valae of GAP

MAP. = FGAP. 4.!tR GAP. (1 - R)

a) An Example

The following example illustrates how the clustering parameters are

adjusted dynamically during the clustering process and how the individual

correlations are computed. The values presented are taken from a run on the

:ADI collection. User selected parameters are given as follows:

29



NCEIL = 15

NCLREQ = 9

:0111JAP = .122

Default optiOns are used for the other parameters, namely:

FCOR = .4

FGAP = .001

R = .9

A = 4.0

B = 2

1
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Fig. 1 shows'how 'CORCUT varies during clustering. Fig. 2 gives

a ,siMilat,presentation.for GAP. Of course, CORCUT and GAP change in dis-

,crete steps 'After each document has been clustered. Points in the figures

have been connected for ease of presentation.

dobbider, fOr example, the input of the 65th document. Seven

clusters exist at this point, so COS and COR are computed with respect

to ,each Cluster, giving the following results:

,..

Cluster
Number

Number of Documents
in Cluster COS y COR

1 14 .458 2.5 .142

2 10 .080 1.3 .037

3 14 .498 2.5 .175

4 12 .214 1.5 .010

5 12 .205 1.5 .009

6 1 .232 1.17 .181

7 1 .050 1.17 .030
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Taking the values of CORCUT = .045 and GAP = .0089 as adjusted following

the 64th document, document 65 is admitted to clusters 3 and 6 as follows:

Cluster .'Number Cor Admit

6 .181

3 .175

1 .142

2 .037

7 .030

4 .010

5 .009

.181-Gap =.172

CORCUT = .046

S. Iimplenientatiori

The ,a-igCrithm intpieirtentect in ,Fortran. The user- specifies star-

ting, values as fdaltii4s:

NCEIL = approximate, maximum number of documents desired

in any cluster

NCLREQ =,nUmber of clusters desired

OVLAP = fractional overlap desired

The algorithm sets the following parameters:

FCOR = .4

FGAP = .001

R = .9

A = 40

B = 2

D = 5

E = 1

The user may override these values if he desires. It is expected

that extensive use of the algorithm would lead to better values than those

already found, although the algorithm is not highly sensitive to them.



A) Storage Management

The algorithm is designed with a veiw toward application to large

collections. Core storage and accesses to secondary storage are minimized

in the following ways. Clusters are stored in sequential locations rather

than in .a 2-dibensionai array. Only sufficient core storage for the clus-

ters as a group need be alloted regardless of the variation in cluster size.

A linked'list could also be used. However, if secondary storage has to be

used to store paxt of the cluster information, sequential storage is them

preferable.

-Sequential storage requires moving the cluster information in order

to insert new "concept- weight pairs. To minimize moves, two consecutive input

Vectors are kept ih core. In the course of one stage of the algorithm, the

input to the, previous stage is added to the appropriate clusters and corre-

lation of the current document is made simultaneously. The entire cluster

collection is moved at most once for each stage.

6. Results

This study employs two document collections to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the single-pass algorithm, the ADI collection of 82 documents and

35 queries and the Cranfield collection of 424 documents and 155 queries.

Evaluation is made by comparing the results using the present algorithm with

the results using Dattola's algorithm. Several clustering and search runs*

In the recall-presicion curves presented, the modifications proposed by
DattOla, [4] pp. 16-:24, to compensate for variations in correlation percen-
tage,and uniform distribution of unrecovered relevant documents are incor-
'prated. .
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were made using similar input parameters in both algorithms. Full search

results on the ADI collection are also shown for comparison.

The cost of clustering is first discussed in Section 6. A. Several

clustering runs were made using the single-pass algorithm over different

orderings of the ADI collection to show the effects of the order in which

documents are processed. This is discussed in Section 6. B.

Clustering is also done at two levels as well as one level to illus-

trate savings in clustering time and to show the effect of multilevel clus-

tering on cluster quality. The results of searching the ADI collection,

including multilevel search, are discussed in Section 6. C. Finally, the

algorithm is applied to the Cranfield 424 collection and the results are

discussed in Section 6. D.

A) Clustering Costs

Cost comparisons between clustering methods can be made according

to several criteria. The two for which results are presented in this

study are:

1. Number of vector comparisons performed.

2. Computer resources used, mainly CPU and I/O time.

The first criterion allows comparison of algorithms to a large

degree independently of the programming techniques employed and the system

in which the programs are embedded. The second reflects the effects of

the system and the programming techniques as well.

Consider the number of vector comparisons. It is convenient to

assume that clusters are formed at uniform intervals during the processing

of the collection, that is, cluster 1 forms with document 1 and in general
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.

cluster i forms with document
N
(1-1) + 1 and so forth, where there are
m

N documents and m clusters produced. Under this assumption, the number

of comparisons for clustering on a single level is given as follows:

where

m
N - 1 r . (N - 1)(m + 1)

C
1

=
m 2

1=1

C1 = number of comparisons on level 1

N = number of documents in the collection

m = number of clusters produced

If clustering is done on x levels and p clusters are formed at

each level from each cluster on the next higher level, the number of compari-

sons made at level i is

C.
(N - 1)(p + 1)

I 2

Consequently, for multilevel clustering over x levels, the total number of

comparisons C is

C= !cx C. (N 1)(P + 1) x
i=1 1

2

and since m x= p

=
(N - 1)(p + 1) log

P
m

2

Dattola gives a similar derivation in complete detail [4], giving
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the total number of comparisons D over x levels as defined above:

where

D = kNp log pm

k = the average number of times a set of documents is compared

to a set of cluster centroids.

A typical value of k is 16 for a collection the size of the Cranfield 424.

Based on vector comparisons, then, one could expect an increase in

3
speed over Dattola's algorithm of 2k for large p and T k for p = 3

(the optimum value proposed by Dattola (4]). A somewhat lower ratio is

shown in the results of this study. Table 1 shows comparative results.

For the ADI collection the ratio of number of comparisons is 15:1, implying

a k for Dattola's algorithm of 7.5. For the Cranfield 424 the values are

8.2:1 and 5.25, respectively. The difference from the value k = 16, which

is expected, is largely explained by the following factors:

1. In the runs using the present algorithm, a burst of

clusters was forced to form at the outset. Thus the uniform

formation assumption is not met and more comparisons are

made with the present algorithm than predicted. In the

limiting case where the first m documents form the m

clusters, C is bounded as follows:

C < (N - 1)p logpm

2. During an iteration of Dattola's algorithm the number of

trial centroids is frequently less than the chosen value

of p .
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ADI Collection (82 documents)

Present
Study

Dattola's
Algorithm

Number of clustering runs over
which the following results are
averaged

11 1

Vector comparisons 445 6614

CPU seconds (360/65) 5.8 44.0

I/O seconds (360/65) 13.3 38.0

Cranfield 424 Collection*
(424 documents)

Present
Study

Dattola's
Algorithm

Number of clustering runs over
which the following results
are averaged

1 1

Vector comparisons 5579 45840

CPU seconds (360/65) 214 439

I/O seconds (360/65) 126 653

Clustering Cost Comparisons Between the Present
Study and Dattola's Algorithm

Table 1

*Results shown for Dattola are for two-level clustering
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3. Iterations of Dattola's algorithm sometimes converge before

the iteration limit is reached.

4. Two levels of clustering were performed on the Cranfield

424 under Dattola's algorithm against a single level for

the algorithm of this study.

The comparison of CPU times in Table 1 is somewhat less favorable

to the algorithm of this study, particularly on the Cranfield 424 collection.

The major factor is scoring, or vector comparison. Scoring may be done over

an array of weights if concept numbers are restricted to a prescribed range.

In the case of Dattola's implementation, numbers do not exceed 10,000 so

comparison may be done over a 10,000-element array in which the concept

number is given by position rather than in a list where the concept numbers

appear explicitly. The present algorithm uses such a list, ordered by

concept number, and runs more slowly as a consequence.

Perhaps the most important point to be made in this discussion is

that the algorithms of Dattola and of the present study are of the same

order. The constant multiplier k , however, is of the order 16 in the

case of Dattola and 1 in the case of the present study.

B) Effect of Document Ordering

The effect of ordering is studied by comparing the search results

on the original ADI collection and three permutations of it. The three per-

mutations are constructed by reordering the collection according to tables

of random numbers between 0 and 99.

Clusters are generated using NCEIL = 22, NCLREQ = 9 and OVLAP = .122

(default options are used for the remaining parameters). A minimum of 10

documents is searched for each query. Plots of precision vs. recall are
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shown in Figures 3 and 4. As expected, there is significant variation in

the performance of the algorithm for different orderings of the documents.

It is interesting to note that the original ordering of the ADI collection

gives the worst results. The third permutation gives the best results which

actually exceed Dattola's results except in the high recall region. It can

be seen that the relative improvement of the results by reordering is better

in the document-level average plots than in the recall-level average plots.

Figures 5 and 6 show the spread between the curves representing

the original ordering and the third permutation of the documents of the ADI

collection. The results can be compared with those of a full search and

clustered search using Dattola's algorithm.

Multilevel clustering is discussed in Section 6. C. Since multi-

level clustering improves search results, it is possible that document re-

ordering may be used to obtain further improvement in this case, although it

would be difficult to determine a suitable ordering in advance.

C) Search Results on Clustered ADI Collection

Recall and precision plots of searches on the clustered ADI collec-

tion are shown in Figures 5 and 6. As discussed in Section 6. B, it may be

seen that there is a substantial variation in the quality of the clusters

over different orderings of the collection, as measured by search results.

In comparison with both the full search and Dattola's algorithm, the present

algorithm shows a tendency to perform best in the low-recall region. This

effect may be observed in all results of this study and, consequently, it

is a distinguishing characteristic of the single pass algorithm.

It should be observed that search.costs for the results shown using
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the present algorithm and the results using Dattola's clusters are roughly

similar. For example, 990 vector comparisons are made in searching the

clusters produced from the ADI collection as originally ordered compared with

966 vector comparisons in searching Dattola's clusters.

In Section 6. A an expression for the cost of clustering is given.

The relationship is such that clustering cost is reduced both for the algo-

rithm of this study and for Dattola's algorithm if multilevel clustering is

done It is not known how the search results on clusters formed at a single

level and over multiple levels compare in the case of Dattola's algorithm.

However, in the case of the present algorithm, multilevel clustering is not

only less expensive to perform but it can produce markedly better clusters.

Figures 7 and 8 show the improvement in recall and precision achieved

when the same ordering of the ADI collection is clustered over one level and

two levels. Clusters are formed at the first level and then sons of each

are formed at the second level. The ordering chosen was the one among the

four tested for which recall and precision are poorest for the single level

clusters. It is suspected that improvement would also be shown for the other

orderings.

It can be noted in Figures 7 and 8 that the two-level clustered

search is markedly better than the one-level search, particularly in the'

low recall region. Moreover, the two-level search performs better than the

search on Dattola's clusters in the low recall region and approaches the

full-search curve in this region.

It is thought proper to apply the description "single pass algorithm" to
multilevel clustering where (a) each level is clustered in a single pass
and (b) the multilevel algorithm performs fewer comparisons than a single
pass would perform as a single level.
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In general, the probability that a document late in the input enters

an early cluster is related to the number of clusters formed in the pass over

a level of the cluster tree. The greater the number of clusters, the more

the membership of early clusters is confined to documents early in the collec-

tion. This can be seen by observing that, except for the case where a collec-

tion is partitioned into m sequential clusters, a cluster on the average

allows documents to be admitted over a sequence of input documents larger than

the cluster size, that is, for a single level of clustering,

where

N
n = a --

m

n = number of documents for which a substantial probability of

admission to a certain cluster exists.

a = a constant (a > 1).

If clustering is done over two levels,

n
.(2)

= a n
(1)

J
p

where n.(2) is the jth son of n(1) (superscripts refer to the level

of the tree). Thus, at the final level x there are m clusters and

(x) x N x N
n = a = a

x
p

n.
(x)

> n.
3

(1)
for x > 1 and a > 1

3

4?
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The above suggests that producing as few as two clusters from

each father in the cluster tree would allow the best associations to

be made. It is also suspected that better results may be obtained if the

order in which the documents are compared at each level is reversed. The

rationale here is that the last documents admitted to the cluster have

in general the highest correlation with the centroid. It is hypothesized

that in a pass in reverse order, these documents will tend to form a single

cluster and allow the earlier ones to fall in separate groupings.

The search results reported above suggest that sets of clusters

with similar size statistics have similar search costs when the same search

parameters are used. Comparative figures are shown in Table 2.

Overlap figures are also given in Table 2. It may be seen that

overlap varies substantially between the sets of clusters compared. Cer-

tainly, increased overlap increases search costs since it increases average

cluster size. Whether increased overlap affects recall and precision

curves to any great extent is less clear. It may be argued that the clus-

tering algorithm operates without knowledge of the query set subsequently

used to search the collection and, consequently, assignment of documents to

multiple clusters is independent of relevance judgments. Unpublished results

of Dattola in which overlap was varied widely when clustering both the ADI

and Cranfield 200 collections without apparent effect on recall and preci-

sion support the hypothesis of independence.

The results of this study as well suggest that overlap is uncorre-

lated with recall and precision. Overlap is not held constant in the re-

sults presented because of the difficulty in matching the overlap measures

of Dattola's algorithm and of the algorithm of this study. As may be seen
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ADI Collection
(as ordered)

Cranfield 424

Single Pass Dattola Single
Pass

Dattola
2-level

1-level 2-level 1-level

Fractional overlap .17 .33 .01 .14 .23

Average cluster size
(No. of documents) 10.7 12.1 9.2 24.2 23.7

Average cluster size/
collection size .13 .148 .112 .057 .056

No. of clusters 9 9 9 20

,

22

No. of clusters/
collection size .11 .11 .11 .047 .052

No. of vector compari-

sons (Search Cost)
.

990 1105
.

966 13,103 12,200

Fractional search cost .35 .39 .34 .20 .186

No. of documents sought
in search 10 10 10 43 43

Summary of Cluster Statistics
and Search Costs

Table 2
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in Table 2, higher overlap values occurred with the better results on the

ADI collection, but the reverse is true for the two runs made on the Cran-

field 424 collection.

D) Search Results of Clustered Cranfield Collection

The Cranfield 424 collection is known to have sequential groupings

of some of the documents relevant to certain queries. Consequently, a ran-

dom ordering of the collection is used as input to the single level clustering

run performed with the algorithm of this study. Figures 9 and 10 show the

recall and precision curves from a search on this set of clusters compared

with a search on a set of clusters produced with Dattola's algorithm. In

the case of Dattola's algorithm [4] clustering is done over two levels

using clustering parameters which were found to be optimal on the ADI and

Cranfield 200 collections.

As may be seen from Figures 9 and 10 the algorithm of this study

produced a slightly better recall and precision curve than Dattola's.

Additional runs on several permutations of the collection are needed to

establish whether a significant difference is shown consistently. Search

costs on the Cranfield 424 collection using the single pass algorithm are

comparable to search costs using Dattola's clusters. As shown in Table 2,

the present algorithm requires 13,103 vector comparisons, compared with

12,200 for Dattola's case. A more useful measure, which allows comparison

of collections of different size, is the fractional search cost, defined as

the number of vector comparisons per document per query. Fractional search

costs on the Cranfield collections for the single pass method and for Dattola's

are roughly similar, as seen in Table 2.
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7. Conclusions

The single pass algorithm of this study is substantially less costly

to execute than other clustering algorithms, Dattola's in particular. As

may be expected, however, the quality of the cluster set depends to a large

degree on the order in which the documents are encountered by the algorithm.

On the ADI collection, some orderings produce search results, measured by

recall and precision curves, better than Dattola's clusters in the low recall

range. Other orderings are worse at virtually all points on the curve.

A single clustering run is reported for a larger collection, the Cran-

field 424. It indicates that cluster quality is not degraded when the algo-

rithm is applied to a collection about five times as large as the ADI.

Multilevel clustering using the basic single pass approach of this

study is shown both to be cheaper and to produce substantially better clusters

as measured by search results. There is a strong suggestion that further

work could establish the multilevel single pass algorithm to be as good or

better than Dattola's algorithm for most orderings of the collection.

The basic limitations of the single pass method appear to be overcome

best when multilevel clusters form a binary tree. It is possible that the

contents of a collection would dictate nodes in the tree of higher degree.

The trade offs involved in such cases should be investigated.

The multilevel clustering of this study is confined to presenting

only the lowest level of the tree to the search algorithm. However, the en-

tire tree (ilould easily be made available to the search algorithm. If so, two

ipossible ways of construction present themselves. The first is to fetch each

document description from the collection only once. Each document would be

passed.down the tree and all decisions relative to it would be made in sequence,

level by ievel. In effect, many levels of single pass clustering would be
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carried on simultaneously, each cluster at each level being treated as the

collection from which its sons are formed. In the case of a binary tree,

for example, the first document in the collection would be passed down the

entire leftmost branch of the tree to the predetermined lowest level. It

would define, at first, the leftmost cluster at each level. The next docu-

ment would then be passed down the tree. As long as it was admitted to

existing clusters it would add to their definition. At the point (if any)

where it was selected to define its own cluster, it would form a right

branch and then a sequence of left branches down to the lowest level. Sub-

sequent documents would be processed similarly.

The second method of construction is to form each level completely

before the next level is begun. Document descriptions would have to be

fetched from the collection once for each level plus additional occurrences

caused by overlap. However, cluster quality might well be better since the

direction of passing over the documents can be reversed at each level.

Even when just two sons are formed from each father in the tree,

there still exists the possibility that natural clusters will be split

into fragments. By the nature of the process, once two documents are

separated, they cannot be associated again. To a certain degree, searching

over multiple clusters allows these documents to be found. It would be best,

however, to have them properly associated in the tree. It is proposed,

therefore, that the leaves of a completed tree be compared one to another.

Those with particularly high correlations would be coalesced into a single

cluster taken to be the son of both fathers. Such a coalescing process

would deform the tree only at the lowest level and could be expected to

reassociate sets of documents which were of roughly equal size and large

enough to be a majority of the members of the clusters involved. Any
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further investigation will necessarily include experiments designed to

strengthen, if possible, the results already found and to consider further

the selection of optimum clustering parameters.
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XIII. A Systematic Study of Query-Clustering Techniques:
A Progress Report

S. Worona

Abstract

An experiment using various techniques of query clustering on the

Cranfield 424 document collection is described and some preliminary results

are given. Several methods of evaluating the performance of clustered

searches in the context of query-clustering are discussed. Finally, some

observations are made concerning use of the SMART system as implemented

at Cornell University.

1. Introduction

The idea of query-clustering as an aid to information retrieval

systems is first defined and. examined by V. R. Lesser [1]. In that report,

a two-level clustering algorithm is described in which members of a docu-

ment collection are assigned to clusters according to their relationship

with previously-formed clusters of queries.

It is argued that there are three advantages to performing the

clustering in this manner; first, the accuracy of a given search procedure

may be increased by comparing queries to sets of related queries already

processed by the retrieval system, instead of sets of related documents.

Second, it is likely that such a system will perform better as time

passes and more queries are available for clustering. Finally, because

the cost of most clustering algorithms increases with the size of the

5?
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collection being clustered, it is more economical to use a query collection

than the associated --and much larger document collection.. A more

thorough general discussion of the first two of these points can be found in

[2], as well as in the original paper by Lesser. Applications of these ideas

to various methods of query clustering are discussed below. (For additional

information on clustering algorithms, see [3,4,5,6,7,8]. Background material

and further references may be found in [9].)

The general process of query clustering may be divided into three

parts, or "phases":

1-)- generation Of-query oluSterS;

2) generation-of dOduteht clusters from the query clusters of

.phase i; and

definition and assightett of centroids for the phase 2 document

Clusters.

Each of these three phases may be accomplished in several different ways.

A combination of three such methodsthat is, one for each =phase is termed

an "implementation" of query clustering, or a particular query-clustering

technique.

Many =procedures exist for performing phase 1 that is, intteinitial

clustering job. The variables in using these algorithms include the number

of cluster§ desired, the amount of overlap permitted and the number of queries

to be clustered. The last parameter is particularly important to a query-

clustering technique, because.it is hoped that search results improve with

an increase in the number of :queries clustered.

Phase 2 may, be implemented in any of the following three ways:
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1) Relevancy decisions

2) Correlation with query centroids

3) Correlations with clustered queries.

In the first case, documents which are relevant to one or more queries

in any one query cluster are grouped. For case 2, all documents are

correlated against each query centroid, and those documents dorrelating

highly with any such centroid are put into one cluster. In the third

case, the docvinents are correlated with all qudies used in clustering,

and ,a document cluster is formed from those correlating highly with one

or more queries, in any given query cluster. In all three methods, one

document cluster is formed for each query cluster generated in phase 1.

The, query cluster from which such a document cluster is forted (whether

by relevancy decisions, centroid correlations, or query correlations)

is called its underlying query cluster.

There is much disagreement about the manner in which a centroid

is chosen to represent the documehts in a cluster. Concepts may be

logical or weighted with very high or very low weights arbitrarily either

retained or dropped by one of several methods [10]. In query clustering,

however, the choice of the type of dentroids used (phase 3) is much more

bask --the centroids for each phase 2 cluster may be either the document

centroid, formed from the dOcuments of the cluster, or the query centroid

of the, underlying query-cluster.

There are obviously ,a large number of query-clustering techniques

Whichillay be Tformed. from different combinations of the above variations

of the thrlphasqP. this time, the only available studies of query

clustering .are focused on varying phase 1 methods, while using relevancy
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decisions for phase 2 and query centroids in phase 3. This paper deals

with- ,-an experiment which considers all six combinations of second- and

third-phase variations, while also using different numbers of queries in

phase 1. This _produceS eighteen different Very-clustering tedhniques,

which are then compared to a standard full search, and also to a set Of

"norMally-generated clUSters (formed usitig_ bat-to-la's AiorithinY.

BeCauSe of the large VolOine of data generated by the experiment, a

thOPOUgh, analysiS Of the results it ,hot yet available. the preSent report

will be followed by such an analysis, :uSirig, the parameters developed in

121.

2. The Experiment

SV/ittilig the. Coiledtion

In all experiments with qUery clustering, it IS firSt, necessary

tO--diVide, the query collection used intO ±Wo disjoint stbd011ectiorist a

-diutet-set ,,and a test-set. (The _collection used in this case is the

-155-query 'Set associated with the Crarikield 424 documents-0- In general,

the -diusterset. pro-vides_ the- queries fOr olUSteririg; these clusters are then

1.1S'ed to,getierate phase ,2 document ç1istèr. 'When a, tree (that is, a

:hierarchy Of ,4O'cuMents and centroids) has thus been forted, the test-set

queries are ,USed' to determine the performance- ,of the particular Method used.
,

'This-sitiUlateS the action of an, actual informatiOn-:retrieval system, and

Inake-s,,,Olear the. requirement -that the 'twO, qiiery-isets be disjoint. -(Since

one of the hypotheses being', tested. -states that new queries entering a

system benefit by tj*:preSetice-,=of similar queries already processed, it

0144 be ;iiii41:0-(4:a- to,',teOt 4-iieihOd0*, of qüér clustering WhiCh allow the
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"new" queries to be present in the system already.)

ecause of the nature of the query collection used, another

consideration in this _splitting- is the authorship of the queries.

In a real system, it is unlikely that a given author would Subtit

:NO- queries with similar sets of relevant documents. (If this were

the ,caSe4_ belevancefeedback frOM the result Of the previous query

Should best be tied in -handling the later query.) The Cranfield

,-qUerieb, however, Contain many nStance of authors' submitting sev-eral

.4.UetieS with simi1r sets of relevant dOolimeht8-. It is 'nOrt tinteaSOnable,

then,. that in. Splitting SuCh -a test Collection into twO set of queries,

it -ShOUld- required that aUthciii4setS not be 1mA-en. 'That is, if any

query of a given author appears in one of the Sets,, then all queries

of that author are put into that Set .

t.'11:01 these considerations in rnid, the 168-- qUerieS ati-e.

into: two author-consistent set Of 30 -(teSt=,Set)' and 125 (duster-set)

_VerieS each:. t'his is done by generating tandotil numbers between= 1

and: i55. 1 idThg in tho tSt-set those 'qUerieS whose nUmberS are

drawn at -kaandofni, as well as all other queries -by- the same author.

Rãndôm numbers -dorretpOhding' to qUerieS -already selected ,are pasSed

drawings.by in subsequent Appendix .A, Table Al -gives the results of

thiS' splitting, including author number for- all queries selected.

After the generation, -Of the test-set, the cluster-set is

-formed = from the remaining queries. In order to allow the ,experiment

to the effect enlarging the 'base of clustered queries, the

14,4-teM: dIUster=set is-sUbdiVided -ra-ndOmiy: into sets of 75 and '100

1
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queries, such that the first is a subset of the second. Three cluster-sets --

called CS1,.C62, and CS3 - are thus formed - with 75, 100, and 125 querieb,

respectively - where the increase in size from one to the next is caused only

by the inclusion of additional queries. This, too, mirrors the action of a

real system, where an increase in queries processed is caused by addition,

rather than by reformulation. Table A2 in Appendix A lists the queries

included in these three cluster-sets.

1=0 -Phase 1 Cluttering, the Queries

The three.,Sets, Of .Cluster-queries formed by splitting the Cranfield

144i c011eotioh, queries are clustered using Dattolats algoritht-(See-17]).

Essential to this algorithm is a specification of the number of clusters

46Sire4 and the amount of overlap pertittech_ The results -Of the experiment

in 121 -indicate -that: overlap in,,suCha,.set-Of query ,clusters in greatly

ttliilec1When,the-reiateddOcuteht collection is formed.,-perticuiatiy,,hem

relev4hte*cisiOnS,are used in phase 2. It is apparent, mordaVer, that

overlap will also be #cteat'oa by most other implementations of phase 2.

Since the overlap obtained in 121 was far too great, it was decided that the

,query clusters fortekherd-shotld'haVe_110-oVerlap.

Not so -easy to answer the question of how many clusters should

be -formed. Wa-probI00:in-any one-level query-clustering technique.

First, AS,,many,AUerp-clUsters-[mUStbe, formed As the number of _desired

document clusters. Furthermore, the number of queries to be clustered is

,geherally-farjess than;themimber of documents. Thus, the number of clusters

cempot*OptiMel,lOrbOth.the,,queries.end-the documents:. According to COI

the:bet*Ober'OP*,0041=Sized clusters which Can be forted from n,itets is
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of the order (:).1/77 ThuS, for the 424 documents of the Cranfield

collection, approkitately 21 clusters should be made, while the three

cluSter-sets Of queries require, roughly, 9, 10, and 12 cluters,

respectively. -One Solution-to the problem is to abandon the single-

leVel hietatchy in fakroki of a multiple -level tree, where the clusterS On

level 1 are forted -by breaking up the query - clustering- generated clusters

on level- 2. (tee Figure 1.) This method is currently under investigation

and BOdenatein flIl.

'Because this. ,experiment is riot _designed to consider -such variations

in query clUSterig,,, a $01110.0h othet, thah that mentioned aboVe is desir-

able. A,cOMpkiotiee, therefore, is made between the different optimal

umbersof'clusters required by the four- collections. battples algotitht

is asked, to prOVide 15 clusters_ for each -set of queries and documents to be

clustered. The 16 diuSterS of the 424 siOdutents-thus generated are later

used-, as,a. --standard clustering" against which the que**=clusteritigs are

CoMpared. ,(The actual generatiO# of So precise a number of clusters is

not a-tpiVial,MAtter', ASIS 'disCUs'Sed in, Appendix C.) The- i,esUlts of

ueillg,battoials,a4404thm to clUster'these-colledtion$ are giVen in

APP0110x: A, Tables 43-4#&-A44

ler;leVel

Roots

it 0.11

by qu
formedformed b
higher i

clusters

clustering
vel clusters

Mu#5;0:e4eVel

and; .Multiple -Level Clustering
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C) Phase 2: Clustering the Documents

In general, the most convenient way to implement phase 2 consists

in. using relevancy decisions. ThiS is done by assigning each document to

the cluster or clUsterS whose underlying Very dlUSter(S) contain(s) one

or more queries to which it IS"releaht. Unfortunately, this process deals

with only part of the dodUtentS iii. the dallection, in most Cases. Although

each 'document in the Cranfield 424 collection is relevant to one or more

queries- in that collection, not all of these queries are ,present in any of

the cluster-sets_-C81, CS2, and CS3. The documents not assigned to. clusters

1;0y- analysis of,telOande may be called "loose documents" (see, E8] for a full

description Of the term),and, must be "blended" into 0-tlie clusters already

lorted. In. all three-caSeS the .number of loose :documents IS rather sUbStan,-

tial: 185. i0-Ctl '89Airi, CP24 and. 54, in -gsp-. (It should-be,,noted here that,

'because_of telatiohOhip between these three cluSter-sets, the loose

documents of-t88.0p a subset -of those of c$2.; .Which are, in turn,. a subset

.of 'those of CS10

13edauSe,of the large nuMhetS,Of_looSe, aocutents, the method used to

incorporate SuCh,doduments into l*rtidular cluSter0 is quite important, and

Jra*, be the e-suhject 0o-careful:scrutiny in any actual use of this method.

For #10 ,present expet.itent, hOwever, where-the-tajor objeCt is the examina-

tioh-oftbe, results-Of, varying_ aspects of the clustering scheme other than

theA4ending,MethOci,-an-athltrary *.iay, of ,asigpii4 loose -documents to clusters

4S-,ch6Sen 'The ;method= consists-,54:cOrrelating each loose document with the

'15-CentroidO,Of;thesi:li,en cliisterSet, and to add each document. to the docUMent

:44.Ster(S);.. for t1144.01.tedentroid Of-the' underlying 'qUery cluster(s) satisfies

Phe-Off944dOiPg,CollditIOnt'i either the Correlation betWeen Very den-



troid and document is 0.250 or higher, or the centroid-document correlation

is_hig;her-than the correlation with all other query centoids. The reason

for this method will become clear when method 2b is discussed below.

Results Of this assignment --relevancy combined with blending are given

in Appendix A, Table A5.

It it thit type-of clustering which has been studied previously,

and which, seems most likely to produce improvements over standard algorithms

which do. not use qUery, clustert.. The effect is to classify documents accord-

ing to the questions, to which they relate, rather than according to sitilari-

tiet- in taord content . It is, moreover., this ,method which seems likely to

eXhibf-t the- most improvement when a latger -cluster-bate- is Aleed. If such

:a trend .could be confirmed, thit type of query- clustering would produce

7a way for an WOrMation-retrieVa1. system to "learn" frot its patt successes,

While 'keeping it from repeating- past mistakes.. It -might also be a way of

i4q410±ly altering aHtystem, to compensate for thanget in tertinology, or

to anticipate the-deVeioptent- of new fields of inforMation. For these

-r,dasbiit this form of query- .clustering .haire the same, type, of adVantaget

atHdbc*Ilent-4-Apate Modifitation, a tedhnique. "examined in Brauen 112] .

TypO' 2 document; clusters are formed according to correlationt between

dotUments,:andtentrOidS' of the clusters forted in phase 1. in some ways,

thit, might be _looked at: as 'a standard -cit4tering algorithm which begins with

-Certain, clusters alrOdy, :cirmed,, and continues by ,blending into these the

set,-of documents dlUstered. It-might eventually be shown experimentally

that' *ing,:,Outil dentrolds as- "seed: collection!' in any of the standard

algorithms will, :produce -

.

iMprOVed :performance from the final clusters .

In the. eXperifilent, at 1lAmd,, the procedure is the following for
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phase 2 using type 2 clusters: all 424 documents are correlated with all

15 query centroids in each cluster set. A document is assigned to any

document cluster, for which the centroid of the underlying query cluster

satisfies either of two conditions:

a) the centroid and the document correlete at a level of

0.250 or higher;

b) the correlation with the document is higher than that

achieved by all other centorids.

Note that this -'is the same Condition under which a loose document is blended

into a:Cluster-for method-1. This Criterion is-chosen, by inspection, to

apprOxiMate-the-Size,and- degree of overlap of what might be conSidered-

°Standard cluSterSP;. While such an arbitrary cutoff valte is likely to be

used-in'any,operational impleMentaion of this method, the cutoff may, of

course, be, varied--0 achieve different clUsterings. In appendix A,. Table A6

WMay'be-nptedthat the-sizes of the clusters formed vary greatly, from a

#104migk of '4 by-CSI to a_ maximum of 85 by-CS3. This is clearly an Undesirable

reSulti, and4method of avoiding it is suggested below.- (Varying the cutoff

might, reduce the,.problein bUt would probably not solve it entirely.)

,It :should be noted here that, method 2 is unlike the .previous one in

that h0,1429se-dOcumehts result,. This is due, of course, -to taking _each

dOCument.indiVidually-and assinging'it to one or more clusters. The problem

ofrnOnrUniforMly7Sited-cluster0 may be scaVed' if the generation of loose

dpCUMenta is4ermittecl. Instead of correlating documehts against centroids,

it is ,pOsSible to reverse the process, matching centroids against documents.

In.this,Vatiation of ,Method 2, thetop,n, say:, correlants of each centroid

are-chOseil' for inclusion' in the dOCument cluster related to that centroid.



Thus, all clusters have the same number of items. By varying the cutoff

(n), and imposing additional restrictions on correlations of included

documents, it seems likely that interesting results could be obtained.

This range of experimentation is not, however, included in the current

study.

Finally, the third form of phase 2 is achieved here by correlating

all of the 424 documents against the 75, 100, and 125 queries of the three

cluster-Sets. Documents are assigned to any document cluster whose under-

lying query cluster contains one or more queries such that either a) that

query correlates more highly with that document than any other query, or

b) the, correlation between the query and the document is 0.250 or more.

The motivation for this choice of method is the same as that for the type 2

method; and the same comments apply. In this application, also, a

disparity arises in cluster sizes. Table A7 of Appendix A shows that

cluster-set CS1 produces both the largest cluster (111 documents) and

the Smallest (3 documents) generated by method 3.

As before, a reverse strategy may be. used which would ensure .an

even distribution of the documents throughout the clusters (aside from

the blending of loose documents).

This method (in either variation) may be regarded as "pre-searching"

the document collection in order to make later searches more effective.

If as assumed, many new queries are similar to queries already present in

am information-retrieval system, then such a new query should easily find

the cluster associated with, these similar queries. This method of

.assigning documents to clusims thus guarantees that the documents in

thatcluster are those which correlate highly with the old, similar queries

(and-, thus, hopefully, with the new query).
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Both of these last two implementations of phase 2 are inherently more

expensive than the first. Relevant documents for a given already-processed

query can be easily selected, without the necessity of correlating large

numbers of concept vectors. In the case of methcd 2, each document must be

correlated against as many centroids as there are query clusters. Method 3

requires a full search of all queries against all documents, ,although this

wOuldbe ,done only once for each document and query. For method 2, a new

Correlation by all -doduitients would be =required With each update of the query

_Clusters. Further analysis of COmparatiVe costs of these three. methods is

possible, but 1/eYOnd, the scope of 'this paper.

'Phate at tithing: Centroiclt

The two :methods of assigning CentrOidt, to dodunient clustert are quite=

-straightforward. In one -case., the centroid is taken as that of the underlying

,query. cluster.-. In other,,, it is the ,Standard ,centroid. defined' Eby the doau-,

ments in the' =cluster..

.Note that using, ,o4urnent Centroids, generally -requires- an additional

-Series of ,,computationt- While. the use of query centroids does This is

the ase,',!*CaUsel,,,as a rUle,,, the process of query-cluttering, phase_ 1 pro,-

400 the qUery.:CentiiOidt .-as a Side-effect,: at no additional, cost.. In addi7-

#oriv, query. centroidsi tend; to be small,,. taking, up, lest storage space 'within

the Iiiadhirie, than,,,,(todiirilent Centroidt bh the other hand, it ,may be that ,doov...

mein cettroids ="7-1013.91,01#141;:fPPS: the 10OritiatiOP= about' t40-0OPOtnePtS

41.-i9117!.4*.e0e* for*,a, ',better. vehicle, f,C4+ coMbining,-dOcUment than V .)ry
,

'Even, 'the- ,liest Clutters' will aChieVe, poor -perforMance the cen--,r

#OidS-4r4/ Section 4 of thid paper so that this choice,

also 9 crucial.

1

1;;
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E) SumMary

The diagram of Figure 2 indicates the variations used in forming

18 cluster trees from the Cratfield 424 collection. The cluster-collection

names used in the rest of this paper may be drived frot this diagram by

caolncatehatitg the three keys describing the particular collection. For

example, the collectioh forted from'CS2 (100 queries-) using documents

assigned by method 2 (cettrOid- correlations_) and query centroids in phase

3.is tiOccoct.

'Results

Or the ,mostart the results of this experiment are 'unekpedted.

'(Graphs' recal1.7precisiOn values for all 18, clusters are given it Appendix

13,.tOgether With:graphs for the tandare clusters and a full search using

the test -set 4ueries...), -Consider, for exatple the six .comparisons which

may 'be pade.Varying.otly the -niltber ofqUerieS cluStered. (The list,

including the ,names introduced in .Figure 2 is ,given in Table 1 below.)

IntUitiVelyithe Opected' ranking .it all cases is 125 -100 -0t5, best to

one case out of six, however,, is this #40 achieved,: clusters

,12$000(10i_1000,00OC;,and'01,50co0c 4See Figure, B7.): In four of the five

other cases,, ClUstervusing.#2 ('100 queries) perfOrmed beSt. (In the

i7-04i#4:pgoss, nr01-040:4q0 was :best., but. (Sl:waS Second7best instead of

last; :,) Moreover, :_o#4 ,ripOo of trio eighteen OlUster7Sets .produced better

results than the "standard" clusters (CluSters: lOOAAPC in' "Figure, 1p' ,and

1000Cppc-44, O$cp:100( in `Figure ,Reference 121 predicts a different

result,

The .explanations for theseresults' must await further analysis.

liTe0e0t .001114::013000*aii0idY be. given., It must 'be- noted first that the

9,
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deciSiOnb on the ratil<ings of two or snore search results is being made on the

basis only of cursory analysis of the retall-prediSion graphs presented in

Appendix B. On that baSi,a, for example, clUstert 1:001kELDC (Figure B2) are

being Called "better" than the .standard -ciusters, of iuré Ill, even though

the latter rises above the former from recall level .35 onward. A more

thorough ihtre:§tiglaticin, of these ,graphs is needed to reach firm conclusions

condg thé pretertedi-CluStering .method._

The possibilities of experimental errors thUst alSo be considered.

:Iri,.-Appesik-,c the 'procedures used in setting 4-15 all of these collections are

-described. Because the large amount of handwork that went into this stage.

of the eXperiMent, -ancl .beCaUse. of the lack of complete Verification of the

resulting it is ,i;o0SPile, that some degree of ,error has been intro-,-

41:1cP4 n thiP7:144Sr.--

The final ."p0.1tig toi'iie-tnentioneciloe- concerns the search- strategy

ileoessa*,:to,,00itipensate- for tnusually large clusters

by :itapiyirig.:the.'liutiioet, of dillistetS -expanded during 'searching. 'Since this IS

not a problem in the present ektie:timehti,,a fixed number of clusters is ex-

panded in all searches. It is ,15OSs#10 that. this number -does,,h9t allow

prOperr;repreSent4t4ii-,Of the :properties sq.P., the existing : collections. FUtOre,

..,*4P444*Win4444i**OkPAPsiO,n045t different values, along with ex

pansions which vary iiith.'oortoatio#,,a#4 number of documents :searched', This
,

4st,C40400atioil:s0040ostspil6t4eirig:40 an explanation of the results

reported ere,

.
.

are needed in fti

,-

typeS, of eValuatio-n.paratiieters-

amOLO*terPdt"sWches. In particular, in a clustered
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search, it is possible to isolate the cause of good (or bad) performance to

one Of three areas:

1) Cluster generation

2) CentrOid definition

3.), earch strategy,:

When.. the, search 'is done .Without diuStering, only the third -e4lanatioil

applies', ,IA .:addition, the- amount of 'work ,done in searching a clustered

collection may vary from query to query and from one implementation to

-another, And should, also be, -meattired. Although such a meast:re i sdinetimeS

.inciuded, in the l?a4c. performance of a. system, it ,SeetilS. clear that the two

-areaS, -0f analysis are quite separate and 0-40-04.4 be treated as such.

In .general, , Search, results ,are compared to an "optima"

one 'S10-thiCh ,produces relevant documents for all queries at the

to ;Of the ).1.-St of .retrieved items. It. such a. system the recall-precision

traph,zadhi:eiies horizontal, line at y=interdept 3 (see :tag** 3). In the

Same aay, it is :pOSSible- to :rank the first-level clusters in any clustered

. (Note, that the

rianalysis which follo4s is not ,directly applicable , to multiple-level

clusterings. This problem ts dU0.1004 in 41.01 and .1,0

Given the configuration of Figure LI, the hoped-for ordering of

:Obiri;OU,d4 Oigh- b 191,;',Aopipor- of relevant

-:'---,'40:0-40011::-OI'l?40=i4-44'i:- Note that .-0,1P -0#.04404ti$0 are 1.:_,.#4:470:ct here:
s T

. , ' . ,, i, , '

TiiSt4,',1t, is required -, that , the clusters containing the greatest number of

-aieleVaiit. documents be Vanfce4,. -highest. , Second, between two ,d1USterS. whose

contents o.- relevant `documents are the darnel the smaller should be first
.

The definition of the oeu#044 ,fosp. each ,cluster ,determines how high each

c1ustr ranks, and that definit.on will ,:cleterriline, *Whether, a search does,
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well (or poorly) because the proper cltsters- are (or are not) expanded.

.Consider now .a search which orders the cluSters of Figure 4 in their

"optimal" ranking. ThiS search -will, in general, perform less well than a

Similar-orie. with the, chisterS ,of Figure -5, where the clusters are also cons id-

ered to be. ordered correctly before expansion. The reason is _Clear: in

the- forter, case it. 14- necessary to examine 185- documents before all relevant

may be indluded, while with the .second group only 80- document. correlations

Must, made. The diuSter=set exhibited: in the 'Sea-0nd -possesses- as few

.nOnteleVant ,aS, pOSSib1e for those clusters containing all relevant. This

,property is ,determinect. ,cluster generation,, as apart from Centroid, genera-",

tiori?,an&,SeatCh_ strategy,'.

'Three, _paraMetetS .are, introduced; for these. concepts.

They ,are "4E0 '!target " ;..and: '!'refeotion! ,,,defined- as folloWsl 'Given a query

with :ns relevant 'doeurrientS. t assumed that a clustered document

tiOtr. tOy.,be evaluated; .according, to its clustering, success and its achieve-

,centroid, definition, For ,each- number c, of ,c1USters expatoec,

clusters-,are, those ,C clusters ranked first by
i444-Wor-op#64:4-40#. procedure -.used in ranking
clusters;, .and

the target rdlUstets are thoslied: ClUsterS, tanked, first.
,accord'iing to the. previously =- discussed 0Asi4eP#5-00s'

of ,17,_ 004n-4: contained 'old (poi- a

more 000$, ,dogip-,0:01,:-, iricludwiig, the ;ques.tion of
1.104,10 040,0#0,-..gptie-44tig in *re than. one cluster are
to :be 't**14-7*`.i, see

r of relevant documents in aim clusters
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and the target value is

number of relevant. documents in target clusters.
n

rejection is defined as

.-
occurrences-,of, documents -in- target clusters
occurrences= of rel. doCuinents in all -clusters
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In the measures .above, optimal performance is achieved when both the aim7to-

target-,ratio (self:-defining); .and: the .±:)ejectiOti- are 1 when averaged over all

querieS. This is: a restatement of the-cileinitions, of- 121,. In a ,more ,predise

re44:4-*,Prec#ion.,:gr4piiS 'are, inCluded, in, .Appendix B, and an ex-

14;414.4011.',9t: .the- :programming tasks given: in Appendix C_.
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Appendix ,A

Thbies cf Stattiotios
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=1Turnber,,

:, '',.

:-.Author ;
, :

; i

:-.QUeiti. :
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'C,,--tar14 ;
',;Number -

;Or0,n1.4
Number '' Author:Author ,

1. :

,

3 '

4'

10 ''';;',

,1,- ''::

: -a, '::

9 'L''

40', ;'
14,

._,1-.2''

1-3:' , 1,

14. 2:
fit: '
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: :1.-,' :
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'4 ::,
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,,,: '-:$4-.., '1143
'' ,6.0,_'

'61. 7:

''', '',-P?: :i

;- LsZ ;

: '0,
H- '0'---- t

:97 -

,:::, 0.'': ;

."§:.* .;

i: iMY i

,t':.110 : =,,-

1:14-:-

f,,: -142: , '.

li... a:Ls , i

',,.'1'.;3-1:-', ;

,-- 138: ',

''', 139 1 - :.

,

H

i

:3-

;

:.-

,

'

.107'
107
*1:03' :-.

-,.9:i V.

'§5,,_ '";'.
13, _

14- .

=80' ,',

80 -':,

ao,. ,

($::,- ,, ':

'.20. ,- ;

40 ':,

' 45', :

<.46; : :..,

: -:

::

', '

''

:=

:,
1

', '':

'
,,

:

:

::'

?:: .

'`

'- ,,,".

16 ,,,'

17 :

-0'
1-9' ;,

':?0' ;

24', P:

','
23,
'24

.2....- -2
i§. ., ',

,S,i; ',

28
2,9- .

6, ;

:6*
-.0-
71;
12'

' . :81:

,, iii,
.p.4-

!. ,k5;

:, ';94
iaw

: i .

''1:2..t3:-

,, .1:4?
i ,,i,$0,.

,'114.0.':
;

-'

:

:

'2
=

,',
'i

: i

, -145,',

1.''.$7,7-

*1..58 ,

: 175,
',,

1.16
10:
1,84:

2',?6°,

,, _2-.26,

'?1.4
.: 'ql.'

'25'
'129.,6

: *4,

:;.

':
',,.
H

:,
'

:,

:',

::

::,
:

''

,

'83,
83

: 'j.:7; .

17
',2,

'$,..

'; 10'.
165': :

147
'; 137 ;

1[65:

47
' ',8'

38
:3,.

"çaL Number" .s the query's number 441'Tthe.,42,4
"Cranl4 Number' s the query's number in the lLtOO collection,
'1.1;44thqt!!!" is the uthor-nurñber, as given by Cranfield.
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Appendix B

Recall-Precision Graphs of Results
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Append5x

The SMART SySteth

In [1.14] the basic' facts- about the. SMART system, implemented at ;Col,-

neil ;University are ,sgiven. -At the time of its design, _however.,, no large-

scale use ,query' ClUStering,had,'been attempted, and none was planned.

"Therefore., the experiment described in this report respired. some ad hoc

TrOgrang,and; sonie:tireSOme :hand wOrk., It iS' hoped. that future experi-

mentors with query ,clustering - 'benefit -from the description given here

of the procedures riecess4tt, *07 work within this implementation of .01,ART

in órdex:to: 'Carry :014 :SUCh,WOrk..-

NO _prOviSiOn fexists in 'SMART 'kc*' performing the: type' Of randOm-

numberi genetation, and ,40thOrsetr=mainten4iice, described in Section 2. (This

by no means 1à ;tieficienoy ,Of' the. linipletrientation since noh: a ,p-rogram' is

bf`little,tenerai,:usej A program was therefore, written in itRTRAN. to take

the information ,abOut. ,aUthOrS ,Of -queries, and pr_Odude, randOily-selected'

,set SlibieCt, to the ,consttaintt- mentioned previously. Such author information

is readily available.

ttlelpegihniiikof the experiment no -SMART 'procedure existed for

forming a- sUbdollection, of a query or 'document collection included within

the system. -Another ,program was theilefore. Written (also in FORTRAN) to

subdivide the Cranfield L24 collection's queries into the four subsets

teCeSSaryfOr the ,e4eriMent,'(the. teStsets, 414 clUster-sets CS1, CS2, and

Recently, however, D. MurrayM. has written an addition to the SMART

system, which perfOirnis the :neepdostiSi,ibsettihk within $1441111.,

After creating the 64UStert.-teta and. ,Dattoiats algorithm

(implemented, by the .04kr,ptoceaure i?C:LSTR-) lar4s, applied tO: these Collections.

iTf
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At the.:saMe tune, the Cranfield 424 documents were processed by DCLSTR.

A4 explained in the text, Okaotly clutters were required in all

cases. It is 4 :property of -tattoles algorithm that the number of clusters

plroduced a' time is a, function of the collection used, the random seed

specified, and the number of clusters requested. It is thus not possible

to predict with accuracy how many clusters will be produced from any set

of these parameters. To obtain exactly 15 clusters of the Cranfield

documents waS necessary to use several attempts; cluster-set CS2

xemi#0,14,s, ,c414-set:'cipe -11040 1, :while only CS1 was success-

fully 44,14464' just 1 attempt. A summary of these

t'tial!-and=ertOr',piiodeoes is given in Table- Cl.

4404e4 3. of phase -_ was implemented by keypunching the numbers

of tho.,octplotoveievot to each of the queries in each cluster of CS1,

CS2, and CS3, and Op sorting these three lists with another specially-

written (aithoughtbi-144); program, .yielding a listing of the "non-loose"

documents. The corresponding loose documents were listed by hand. It

was originally assumed that methods 2 and 3 would be done by simple

:SKAAT searChe$4-by using the 424 ,documents as queries against the three

Sets: of 'centrOid4. and the three sets of queries. Tlis large number of

mquerie6". proVed: .unwOrkabie in the system, and another program modifica-

tibh-Was, required..

After the definitions for all 9 cluster sets were completed, it

remained
:
to generate 0 -cOhtxicia sets, and unite these two parts of the

ultimate collections. A -'04A0 routine called -CRACE$ has as its purpose

this exact t#Iction experiment was delayed, however, by the

.lieCeSSity 't keypunch $at déal of information from the previous

tabuiationk. 'In it-redOmMended that when a program is written to perform

93
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9:4

k111-.7.=38

Cluster -Set. :; 'Attempt ' : Seed
MO. -Clusters ::.

Recite§teci- -:
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the-required tabulation automatidally, this should be done with a v:.ew to

,bbtaining the data and format required by ORDCEN, the process to which the

results will eventually be ,passed.

tventaully, the entire process should be made a part of the SMART

3Systet-to be itiVoked like any standard clustering algorithm.
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